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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Dear Readers,
The British Co-Ed High School students are
always searching for innovation. In this new
session we have several changes in our
editorial wing. Earlier we were reporting
and writing about our school activities in
The Herald. But this time we have taken a
new perspective where 'The Herald' will be
about school life or as a platform for the
students to express their ideas and
concerns.
Our main motive is not to bring news to
you, but to have The Herald be an outlet of
communication and means of cohesion for
The British Co-Ed students. We want you to
come to us ﬁrst when you want your voices
heard. We want to hear your ideas and
opinions on everything that is happening
around on campus and how do national and
even international issues aﬀect the lives of
the British Coedians. We want to report the
truth from all the possible angles.
Eventually, we take this newspaper,
student's concern and practice of
journalism very seriously. I want those who
read 'The Herald' to have fun and laugh a
little as even the news can be funny.
Sometimes, and undoubtedly if you ﬁnd a
few of our mistakes that will get a few
laughs. Well I don't think we can be so
personal.
Happy Reading!

CHANGING SEASONS
For, me summer has always been
synonymous with the letter
‘s’ Sun, Sweat, Shorts, Sunscreen,
Sunglasses; the list goes on and on. Even the
ﬁles are virulent and impervious to damage
by newspapers. Television and newspapers
shows us Shah Rukh Khan’s face along with
a ‘cool’ powder; without exception. People
(who have the privilege) switch on airconditioners and others pray with single
minded devotion for a cool breeze. Summer
does indeed bring out class diﬀerences to
the forefront.
The last time readers turned the pages of
this publication, summer was still in the not
so distant future and the city was gripped by
election fever. Every billboard showed some
or the other part’s representative smiling
down at us (or trying to smile and failing
grotesquely). These have now been replaced
by a single face with a turban and blotchy
skin over the symbol of a hand (people also
having progressed from lakh-lakh to crorecrore ‘vadhian’).
Shops now display various ready-to-mix
drinks and ice cream vendors (beating the
traﬃc police to it) diligently man every
street and patrol every neighborhood.
Summer has also ensured that the water
taps are the most happening place on
campus. You will always ﬁnd someone there
with the bottles of half the class and a
perseveringly fought for pass stuﬀed in their
pocket (people not in possession of these
can also be found).

Cheers,

Mr.Sohit Sharma.

Whether you like it or not, summer is here
in all it’s unabashed self; so whip out your
sunscreen and lather it on.

CAN INDIA EMERGE AS THE NEXT SOFT-POWER SUPERPOWER?
“You are the symbol of India's soft power.
You are the unoﬃcial ambassadors, the
cultural ambassadors,” Indian Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi told Indian
immigrants in London, last year.
Over the last few years, India has emerged
on the global stage as an economic and
military great power leading many scholars
and analysts to assess India's past, present,
and future. These scholars have extensively
researched India's material indicators such
as economic growth, military expansion,
and demographic evolution. As a result,
these researches have mainly neglected
India's eﬀorts on enhancing its 'soft power'
credentials by using the attractiveness of
Indian culture, values, and policies. History
is witness that a nation cannot be termed as
a major power unless its culture, tradition
carries a certain weight around the globe.
The same applies to India : If India is
considered as a Superpower in the future, it
will not be just because of its economy or
military dominance, but also because of its
food, music, technology, and Bollywood.
However, it is very diﬃcult to deﬁne and
measure soft power let alone measuring
which of these resources have actually
helped strengthen India's global status.
Therefore this article attempts to analyse
India's soft power potential, achievements
and shortcomings.
However, before we move forward, we
need to understand that India's soft power
has emerged until now independently of the
government's policies. In fact until 1991,
India was considered as one of the most
isolated countries on Earth. It is only since
the turn of the millennium, has the
Government recognized Indian soft power
as an eﬀective instrument of state policy. In
other words, a soft power by default, India
has now to enhance its co-optive power.
The problem with measuring soft power is
that it is intangible. Hard power -like
military and economic resources- can be
directly measured and quantiﬁed. For
example, it is easy to compare Indian and

Chinese military expenditures. On the other
hand, it is impossible to quantify the appeal
of a country's values, traditions, institutions
or ambitions, which are inherently
subjective and therefore contested.
Nevertheless, I ﬁrmly believe that today,
alongside China, India oﬀers one of the
most dynamic alternatives to Western
cultural values. India's ﬁlm industry,
Bollywood, is a strong example of India's
cultural attractiveness. It is today the world's
largest ﬁlm industry, surpassing Hollywood.
Thanks to social media and internet,
Bollywood movies and Indian soap operas
have reached a growing global audience
that has become increasingly familiar with
Indian society and culture.
Before we end, we need to put this analysis
into context. Soft power cannot replace raw
economic growth. India could project its
soft power only because of its exemplary
economic growth since the early 1990s.
Today India holds the tag of the world's
fastest growing major economy. But the
maintenance of this positive international
image will require India to simultaneously
become a more equitable and eﬀcient
society, a global economic power, and an
economy that commands a major share of
the global wealth, especially from global
trade and investment. Recent political
developments in India demonstrate that
India still has a way to go to implement the
macro-economic and structural reforms
that will enable it to become an inclusive
and prosperous economic reference, and
with that, a soft power superpower.

AGONY AUNT
I feel I don't have any friends. I have acne
and wear braces so I am very self-conscious
and embarrassed. I often watch other boys
in my class having fun in the playground
and wish I could join them. I feel so lonely.
What can I do to make friends?
I'm so sorry you have to deal with
something like this. It's not fun for anyone
in this situation. This is what I think you
should do: you might want to be brave and
just go over to them and hang out with
them. Some of them, too, might have acne
or wear braces. I know being brave is hard,
but I know that being lonely is harder. Hope
this helps you to work up your conﬁdence
to take action!

My friend and I just had a big ﬁght. While
we were lining up for PE, she said she didn't
want to be friends anymore. I ended up
hanging out with someone else. During
actual PE time, she kept talking to me,
saying she wanted to be friends again. I told
her I didn't want to be friends anymore. She
started blubbering about how she has no
friends, when really she knows all these
people. I want to be friends, but I don't want
to keep ﬁghting. Once we ﬁght, we make up.
Then two days later, we ﬁght AGAIN. Please
help me!
Good friends often ﬁght because they feel
so comfortable with each other that they are
not afraid to show their true feelings. But
because frequent ﬁghting is stressful, it's
time for the two of you to talk about what
you can do to reduce the amount of conﬂict.
First, let your friend know that while you
like spending time with her, you also like
having other friends and sometimes doing
activities she's not interested in. And tell her
that she should feel free to do that as well.
Second, assure her that during those times,
you still value the friendship you have with
her. By telling her that, she might feel less
insecure.

RECIPE
Hot days call for frosty sips! Beat the heat
with this cool summer drink recipe of
cucumber mint detox drink, with twists of
lemon and fresh mint.
CUCUMBER MINT DETOX DRINK
INGREDIENTS:1. 1 CUCUMBER
2. 8-10 MINT LEAVES
3. ICE CUBES
4. ICED WATER
5. LEMON RINGS AND MINT LEAVES
METHOD:1. PEEL, CHOP AND BLEND
CUCUMBER, MINT LEAVES AND 1
CUP OF WATER.
2. STRAIN AND DISCARD PULP
3. ADD LEMON JUICE, BLACK SALT
AND DILUTE WITH WATER IF
NEEDED.
4. POUR THE BEVERAGES IN GLASSES,
PUT SOME ICE CUBES AND
GARNISH WITH LEMON RINGS AND
MINT LEAVES.

LAUGH ALOUD
Customer: “Excuse me, does your chef have
chicken legs?”
Waiter: “I don't know. I can't see under his
apron.”
Pam: “What did the goofy weather man take
to see how long it was raining?”
Saara: “A ruler!”
Doctor: “I have some bad and some very bad
news.”
Patient: “Bad news ﬁrst.”
Doctor: “You have 24 hours to live.”
Patient: “24 hours! What's the very bad
news?”
Doctor: “I've been trying to reach you since
yesterday!”
John: “Why have you cut a big hole in your
umbrella?”
Don: “So that I can see when it stops
raining.”
Dan: “What's a kangaroo's favorite dance?”
San: “Hip - Hop!”

PLACEBO EFFECT
If the human brain would have been a
computer, it could have performed 38
thousand trillion operations per second.
Whereas the world's most powerful super
computer, Blue Gene, can only manage
about 0.02% of that.
Our body
maintains its
core
temperature at
the perfect
degree. It
makes our
heart beat 72
times per
minute. It controls our 37.2 trillion cells and
regulates its function as to keep us alive.
This is basically done by our sub-conscious
mind without one actually knowing about
it. Now you must be acquainted with the
power of your mind. It normally generates
about 60,000 thoughts per day, which has a
direct impact on our lives. “The mind is
everything, what we think we become,” said
Buddha.
There is an ongoing research on The
placebo eﬀect. It is conducted by Beth

Deaconess Medical Centre, Harvard Medical
School and New England Journal of
Medicine.
Placebo is a substance or treatment with
no active therapeutic ingredients. In this,
the patients are being given dummy pills for
a particular disease with regular treatment
and the patients have reported tremendous
improvement in their symptoms. Placebo is
based on a psychology treatment which
relies upon biological mechanisms
involving neurotransmitters. Recent clinical
research into placebo eﬀects has provided
compelling evidence which proved that
these eﬀects are genuine. The Placebo can
have a positive impact on patients suﬀering
from stress, anxiety, depression,
hypertension and insomnia etc.
We do get attracted towards the good
things in our lives. So, let us use our human
intelligence wisely, otherwise how would
we be superior to animals?
Be grateful for what you already possess
and you will attract more good things in
your life.

MOVIE REVIEW: SPLIT
Set in the 21st century, Split, a 2016
American psychological horror-thriller
directed by M. Night Shyamalan, is not just
any crime story. Rather it is a journey into
the mysteries of human mind. The movie
commences with Kevin (James McAvoy), the
protagonist, abducting three teenage girls.
In a futile attempt to escape Kevin, the
captives soon discover his peculiar
inﬁrmity. Kevin's mind is home to 23
diﬀerent personalities. This condition called
Dissociative Identity Disorder is
characterized by at least two distinct
personalities. Kevin's reiteration of the
presence of a 24th personality, The Beast,
yet to emerge is what heightens the viewers’
interest. The conclusion of the ﬁlm is unlike
anything before.

But are the
detainees
rescued?
Does the
Beast
unleash? Is
Kevin cured?
What
happens at
the end?
These
questions, I
believe,
should only
be answered
when you
watch this
ﬁlm yourself!

BOOK REVIEW
Book: Angels &
Demons
Author: Dan Brown
Genre: Novel,
Fiction , Thriller
Rating: 5/5
If you are looking
for a book that
makes you bite
your nails, then
Angels and is the
right pick for you.
It is a book that
leaves no stone unturned in keeping you

under suspense. Dan Brown does a
wonderful job in gripping the reader from
the ﬁrst page all the way till the end. He
makes sure that we as readers are well
indulged in the highly researched plot that
intertwines the secret nuclear research
facilities of CERN and the ancient secrets of
the Vatican. As we ﬂip each page the
suspense accelerates higher and higher.
Dan Brown makes sure that the suspense is
not revealed until the end. All in all the
novel is good to read because it has
religious and historical elements as to add
to the intellectual mystery. A truly unique
plot which is must to be read.

FOOD REVIEW: IT'S CAKEALICIOUS
'Cake' is a word that symbolises
celebration. Simply, you can say that cake is
the nickname of happiness. Today, the
world enjoys it in various forms; from a
simple vanilla cupcake to a ﬁne masterpiece
like petit gateau (a cake with several layers
with various ﬁllings).
The word 'cake' was derived from the
word 'kaka'. The bakers of Victorian era used
powdered male stag's horn as a leavening
agent before yeast was discovered. The
Greeks used milk, eggs, nuts and honey to
bake a heavy and ﬂat cake. Unlike this,
today's bakers and pastry chefs have
brought up amazingly light, ﬂuﬀy and
mouth watering cakes.
A basic cake is prepared with butter, sugar,
eggs, ﬂour, leavening agents and milk.
There are basically three types of cakes
based on the method they are made: Chiﬀon
cakes, Sponge cakes and Foam cakes.
Some cakes are fresh and fruity like
passion fruit-mango cake, lemon raspberry
cake, coconut pineapple cake while other
are dense and fudgy . The famous Red Velvet
cake is actually a chocolate cake with a
buttermilk base which just contains red food
colouring or beetroot juice.

Cakes are loved by people all over the
world. Mostly every country has its special
cake. Sweden has princess cake, Germany
has Black Forest gateau, Mexico has Tres
Leches and Australia has pavalova as their
traditional cakes.
.
Along with taste, presentation is also an
important part. So, to make this treat more
beautiful, cakes are glazed, loaded with
candies and chocolates, piped with beautiful
borders and nicely presented. There are
marvellously decorated cakes prepared for a
special occasion which are called 'custom
cakes'. For Example, if you need a cake for a
football player's birthday, you can have a
three dimensional football cake made!!
“We don't need a special occasion to cut a
cake, we can make an occasion by just
cutting a cake.”

RESTAURANT REVIEW
The newly opened restaurant 'Boston
Bites', named after the capital of the
American state of Massachusetts, Boston, is
one of many successful restaurants in
Patiala. Opened at Leela Bhawan, it is an
American style restaurant. I have been to
Boston Bites a few times and I've had quite
an experience. I have to say it is a good
destination for food lovers.
The restaurant is spacious enough to have
around 35-40 people at a time. The interior
is themed on Baseball as Boston is a
founding member of Major League Baseball.
Two jerseys have been framed and put up on
one wall of the restaurant while the opposite
one has enlarged baseballs ﬁxed on the
background of forged grass with quotes
associated to food painted on them. In total,
all the décor made an appealing ambiance.
The restaurant's kitchen has see-through
glass walls; one can see all the food being
cooked. It is really clean and well
maintained. Free Wi-Fi and nonstop music
fascinate the young crowd.

ﬁzzy drink. There were six diﬀerent
mocktails to choose from; each with a
diﬀerent colour, ﬂavour and presentation.
For the mains, we ordered pizzas, Tandoori
Chicken, BB Veggie etc. The pizzas were
mouth-watering and really hot, prepared in
wood-ﬁred oven. They were literally the
best pizzas I've ever had! The food was
served in a moderate period of time. The
presentation was a little a more than
satisfactory.
The budget ﬁts just right in the pockets of
everyone. The restaurant's atmosphere is
aﬀable. The staﬀ is ﬁne. The restaurant
would be deﬁnitely better if there would
have been more space for diners to sit. It is
usually busy in late afternoon till dinner
time. Despite the possibility that you might
have to wait a little, reservations can be
made on phone.
With 4.5 stars out of 5 from google, you
can tell that this restaurant is a pleasant
place to hangout with friends or for a
family dinner.

THE HERALD AUTHORS
Young minds who contributed to ‘The
Herald,’ March- May 2017:
Teacher: Ms. Gurleen Mann
Students: Yuvika Dandiwal (XII-VD)
Rajvir Batra (XII-VD)
Taraninder Kaur (VIII-KJK)
Gunjan Mishra (XII-VD)
Janvi Goel (VIII-SM)
Arjun Singh Guram (X-R)
The menu has a variety of food, from
normal coﬀee to chicken pizzas. One of the
best times I've been there was my birthday.
My friends and I started with some
mocktails. We ordered the 'Blue Lagoon' at
ﬁrst, which is a chilled lemony blue coloured

Gurasees Gosal (X-GM)
Krish Kataria (IX-ADB)
Ria Kaur Anand (VIII-SM)
Joy Jasmine Kaur (VIII-GK)

